Purpose: When assessing fitness levels, body composition is usually measured. The purpose of this study was to determine the overall efficacy of a body mass index (BMI) equation for predicting body composition with respect to college aged participants.
INTRODUCTION
hen assessing fitness levels, body composition is usually measured. Numerous methods such as skinfolds, bioelectrical impedance analysis (BIA), underwater weighing and dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry (DXA) have been used to estimate body composition [1] [2] [3] . All have advantages and disadvantages in terms of predictability and accuracy [4] . Cross-sectional imaging techniques such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and computed tomography (CT) are currently the most precise measures available, allowing differentiation of subcutaneous adipose tissue (SAT) and visceral adipose tissue (VAT), and can measure changes in these compartments [5, 6] . Despite the precision, CT relies on x-ray radiation for imaging at levels higher than that seen with DXA, which limits its widespread repeated use. While MRI does not use radiation, it is limited by both cost and time [7] . All of these aforementioned methods, while highly precise, are inconvenient to most practitioners, particularly those who are looking for a quick, convenient, method to estimate body composition.
Some research has focused on field methods of estimating body composition particularly arm-to-arm or leg-to-leg [8, 9] BIA and skin folds [10] [11] [12] . Both methods are significantly influenced by outside factors, which are hard to control for when screening a large number of participants. For instance, for an accurate assessment of body fat percentage (%BF) utilizing BIA, it is advisable to have the person fast overnight, go 24 hours without exercise or alcohol while maintaining normal levels of hydration [13] , which are often overlooked by both the researcher and practitioner. Skinfolds have shown to be as precise as the DXA in estimating %BF, however this too assumes that the technician is trained with locating and measuring skin fold thickness at the correct anatomical points [13] .
Maintaining both inter-and intra-technician reliability is also a concern. Body mass index (BMI) has been adopted widely as a measure of obesity [14] , yet its extrapolation for the general population is not without limitations. In large scale studies where subjects are asked to recall their height and weight, subjects often overestimate height and underestimate their weight, resulting in a lower BMI [15, 16] . BMI is also limited by the inability to discriminate between fat and lean mass. In spite of this, validation studies show high correlations between BMI and %BF [17] . To provide a better estimate, Womersley and Durnin [18] developed a prediction equation which used BMI and has been previously observed to accurately predict skinfold estimated %BF across ages 17-72. The overall efficacy of this equation with respect to DXA estimated %BF in college students is currently unknown. This equation from 1977 is being reinvestigated to determine if this could offer a costeffective technique of predicting %BF, independent of the practitioner's skill level.
METHODS AND SUBJECTS
One hundred and twenty nine college students (male: n=63; female: n=66) volunteered to participate in this study. Subjects attended the laboratory on one occasion and were thoroughly informed of the purpose, nature, practical details and possible risks associated with the experiment, as well as the right to terminate participation at will, before they gave their voluntary informed consent to participate. The study was approved by the University's institutional review board. The subject's criterion body composition was estimated using a GE Lunar Prodigy DXA machine (GE Healthcare, Pewaukee, WI). Each day before testing, a quality assurance phantom was performed and passed. Before each test, the subjects' height was measured to the nearest cm using a wall-mounted stadiometer and body mass was measured using an electronic scale (Tanita BF-350, Arlington Heights, Illinois). These variables together with sex and ethnicity were entered into the DXA software. Subjects lied supine on the DXA table with their hands lying flat and pronated. Prior to the DXA scan subjects were asked to refrain from eating for 2-3 hours and were asked to void immediately prior to their test. Females were required to complete an over the counter early pregnancy test prior to participation. Lunar software algorithms calculated estimates of %BF for each subject.
BMI Prediction Equation:
Subjects' %BF was estimated using a prediction equation developed by Womersley and Durnin [1] . Below are listed the equations for males and females respectively. BMI is the only unknown variable, whereas all others are known constants.
Male %BF= 1.34*BMI-12.47 Female %BF=1.37*BMI-3.47.
Statistical analyses:
Male and female data were pooled together, because the equations themselves account for gender differences. The validity of the %BF estimates was based on the evaluation of the BMI prediction equation versus the estimated value from the DXA by calculating the mean, SD, Pearson correlation, and standard error of estimate (SEE) from linear regression analysis. SEE represents the degree of deviation of individual scores from the regression line. To assess the average deviation of individual scores from the line of identity, total error (TE) was calculated for each field method. Paired t-tests determined pair-wise differences between measurements using an alpha level of 0.05. Differences between each method were plotted in Excel (Microsoft, Redmond, WA, USA) against their group mean ((BMI Prediction-DXA mean)/2) to determine the directional bias of the BMI estimate. All other statistical analyses were made using PASW Statistics 18, with all variability represented using standard deviation (SD). 
RESULTS
Subject characteristics are found in Table 1 . There were no significant (p=0.783) mean differences for %BF between the BMI prediction equation and the DXA estimate ( Figure 1 ). In addition, there was a significant (p<0.001) high correlation between the two estimates for %BF ( Figure 2 ). Although there were no mean differences between estimates, the average deviation of the individual scores from the regression line (SEE) was 6.2 %BF and the average deviation of the individual scores from the line of identity (TE) was 6.6 %BF. Both the SEE and TE were outside the acceptable ranges for prediction equations according to Lohman [18] . Moreover, the BMI prediction equation for %BF overestimated the lean and underestimated those who were less lean (Fig. 3) .
Using the current data, we predicted the DXA estimate for %BF using the predictors BMI and sex. The following equation had a SEE of 6.2% BF and the proportion of variance explained by the set of predictors was 64%.
y=1.924(x) + 13.223(z) -28.966. y= %BF x=BMI z= Sex (0=Male, 1=Female)
DISCUSSION
BMI calculated using a person's height and weight does not require a high level of expertise for measurements and the equation, if valid, would allow for an affordable, quick, and accurate estimate of body composition for college students. However, although the prediction equation provided a group mean value which was not different than the body composition estimated by the DXA; the SEE and TE were outside the acceptable ranges according to Lohman [19] . In addition, the BMI equation tended to overestimate %BF in those who were leaner and underestimate %BF in those who were less lean according to the DXA estimate Therefore, in this cohort of collegiate males and females, the formula does not appear to provide an accurate estimate of %BF. Therefore, although BMI may provide a reasonable estimate of disease risk, it may not necessarily reflect the level of %BF in college aged young adults. In addition, our prediction equation for DXA %BF using the predictors BMI and sex provided a similar SEE as the BMI estimate from Womersley and Durnin equation. Therefore, neither equation produces acceptable deviations from the Noted limitations of this study include the use of DXA as our criterion method for estimating %BF rather than the gold standard estimate of hydrostatic weighing. In addition, although we encouraged the participants to arrive at the laboratory in a hydrated state, no quantitative measure of hydration was taken. This is an important limitation to note as the DXA assumes a certain percentage of body water. In addition, we used DXA and did not measure skinfold thickness, therefore we are unable to determine directly if the Womersley and Durnin [18] equation is valid in collegiate males and females. Instead, we can only state that the BMI prediction equation developed to predict skinfolds, does not appear valid in predicting %BF estimated from the DXA.
CONCLUSION
The Womersley and Durnin [18] equation for estimating body composition was not found to be a good estimate. Therefore, although the BMI predicted %BF has been previously found to predict skinfold estimated %BF, it does not appear valid in estimating %BF from DXA. The results of this study do not support the use of the Womersley and Durnin [18] equation.
